Foreign banks entering into the Chinese banking industry have significant influence in its profitability sources including non-interest income while foreign banks bring competitions to the domestic banking sector resulting in declined profitability of the Chinese banking industry. In addition, foreign banks' entry makes a promoting efficiency in China's banking sector. Overall foreign banks' assets become an integral part of China's financial institutions, and they may have more significant impacts on the non-traditional businesses and operational efficiency of Chinese banking which helps the formation of healthy competition.
profitability, reduce operating costs, improve efficient usage of resource, and promote efficiency and fairness of the entire banking industry. These results are often used as evidence that the foreign banks' entry has significant impacts in improving the overall efficiency of the banking system, and that the result is also used as a basis for developing countries to open up their financial sector. Terrel (1998) also has studied the impact of the banking industry's opening in some countries. After analyzing 14 developed countries' banking market data, he found that the countries which allow foreign banks entering usually get a lower pre-tax profit and operating costs than those do not allow to enter. In other words, the competitive effects which brought by the foreign banks will reduce the local banking market shares and profits, but it can improve the banking market functions and enhance the overall social economic level.
The representative scholars who have studies on the impacts of individual country's entry are Clarke (1999) , Barajas (1999) and others. After the studies on Argentina, Colombia and Turkey and other countries, Clarke (1999) found that the foreign banks' entry will reduce the high level of the locals' operating costs, and have significant effects on improving the entire banking system efficiency. By studying how foreign banks impact on the Colombian banking industry, Barajas, Steiner (1999) found that foreign bank's entry shrinks the proliferation of intermediaries, reduces the intermediary business income and non-financial costs of the local bank at the same time, and it also lowered the cost of loans.
(3) The possible adverse effects of the foreign banks' entering From the possible negative effects of the foreign banks' entry, Stiglitz (1993) summed up the potential risks of and costs to the domestic banking industry, enterprises and government as follow. Domestic banks will face strong technologically advanced competition from large foreign banks, thus domestic banks may suffer from the weakening of market forces and profits. Foreign banks with parent bank and subsidiaries equipped with global distribution channel will have a close business contacts with large multinational companies and provide more opportunities for the cross-sub-partnership, while the small and medium domestic enterprises may get less services for. The main purpose of foreign bank's entry is for profit. Marketing operation in the host country may weaken the role that banks do on the nation's industrial politics and the host government's macro-economic control capability. Foreign banks attract the best customer's with more advanced products and better services in the domestic market, while domestic banks may instead engage in potentially riskier businesses by the forcing competitive pressure. In addition, Agenor (2001) pointed out that once the host country faced economic difficulties, foreign banks could become a haven for social capital. Massive transferring of wealth will further exacerbate instability in the host country's financial market.
Domestic Research Literature
With the five-year transition period of financial opening process, foreign banks entering into China have rapidly increased from the quantity to the size. So it is increasingly important to study the impacts of foreign banks' entry into the Chinese banking industry, and proposing specific policy recommendations to face the situation is important as well. Although previous studies have accumulated wealthy experience in terms of foreign banks' entering into other countries, the most cases are for the developed countries. Because China is different from the other developed countries in some aspects, such as, the micro-economic conditions, the grades of bank opening, the financial development and so on, so the case of China should be studied with different approaches.
(1) Theoretical analysis on the impacts of foreign banks' entering into the Chinese banking industry On the impacts of the foreign banks' entry, domestic scholars, such as, Xu Zhendong (2001), Ye Xin (2004), Guo Yan and Zhang Liguang (2005) concluded that the foreign banks' entry will help improve domestic banks' operational efficiency and financial stability. Those studies mainly reflected improving the Chinese banking efficiency by the competitive effect (Bai and Li Ya (2002) go far classification). It is undeniable that the foreign banks' entry is challenge to China, compels domestic banks to improve operational efficiency and competitiveness, and credit resources in private sector are expected to be improved. While competing and cooperating with foreign banks, the Chinese banking system, such as, risk assessment and customer credit evaluation system will be further improved. Improvement of customer credit evaluation system is expected to mend the private sector's credit resource distorted by the wrong information. The establishment of risk assessment can also reduce the risk of the entire financial system. Also, the efficiency of resource allocation is expected to be improved (Gao Xiaohong (2000) ). China has a lot of fields which hold great investment value; however, the domestic banks cannot provide financial supports to these industries, because of low level of the technology and the ability to spread the risks. So the entry of foreign banks is expected to improve the situation, digging out the huge potential and setting up competitive and effective industries. www.ccsenet.org/ijef International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 1; 2013 Foreign banks' entry will have brought forth technology spillovers in the related fields. During the process of competition and cooperation with foreign banks, domestic banks have the opportunity to learn from the foreign banks plentiful experience both in the traditional banking businesses and in the new banking businesses. In terms of technology spillover effects, domestic banks can have the opportunities to quickly grasp the advanced technology. Furthermore, a large number of Chinese staffs who served for the foreign banking institutions can acquire foreign advanced management experiences and innovative capabilities. Guo Yan and Zhang Liguang (2005) found that market competition effect, technology demonstration effect, and financial stability effect by foreign banks' are kicked in China too.
(2) The empirical analysis of the stability impact by the foreign banks' entry into the Chinese banking industry
The empirical researches analyzing the effects of the foreign banks' entering were carried out relatively later. The representatively scholars on this field are Ye Xin and Feng Zongxian (2003) . They have analyzed the date of foreign banks' actual entering degrees, macroeconomic variables and financial data, and pointed out that the expansion of foreign banks entry both in number and in size help strengthen the stability of domestic banking system.
( (2006) pointed out his own views on the effects of cross-border acquisitions of banks and proposed China's international banking strategy. These studies showed that foreign banks' entry may have negative effects. That is, foreign banks' entry may force Chinese domestic banks to be engaged in higher risky activities; the fierce competition for good customers could force Chinese domestic banks to transact with potential higher risky customers; foreign banks may not follow the guidelines by the government authorities of China, and its business activities may not meet the China's development strategy.
In summary, foreign banks' entry can promote the formation of inter-bank competition, consummate the overall operating efficiency of the host country's banking industry, and promote the banking management level and formation of competition among banks. But it may also weaken the domestic banks' market power and profit, reduce small and medium domestic enterprises' access to financial services, and slow down the government's macro-economic control capability. However, there is no universal answer to what impacts are brought by the foreign banks' entry. On the process of opening the financial sector, China's government should strive to bring the possible positive effects into reality, to avoid the adverse effects by foreign banks.
Research Hypothesis

Hypothesis
We raise the following questions: "During this past decade, business development by foreign banks in China has impacts on the Chinese banking industry's profitability, the operating level, and how much is the impacts, if any". Assuming that Chinese banking industry's profitability and operational efficiency will be impacted by the foreign bank's entry, we will measure the profitability in two aspects, the non-interest income ratio, and operational efficiency. Then we make the following assumptions:
(1) With the foreign banks' increasing operation scale, Chinese banks' net profit margin will be shrank,
(2) With the foreign banks' increasing operation scale, Chinese banks' non-interest income ratio will be reduced.
(3) With the foreign banks' increasing operation scale, Chinese banks will improve the operational efficiency.
Corresponding to the above three assumptions, we separately establish net profit margin, non-interest income, the ratio of operating costs to total costs (operating efficiency), which are the explanatory variables for the three models. In the three models, an independent variable, foreign banks' business in China (the ratio of foreign banks' assets to China's financial institutions (FAP)), is included.
Variables
In order to answer whether foreign banks' entry has effects on profitability of China's banking industry, we first need to select proxy variables which represent the profitability of the banking industry. Here we consider two variables, net profit margin (NP) and non-interest income ratio (NNIR). Net profit margin is the net profit divided by total assets, while non-interest income ratio is non-interest operating income divided by the sum of net interest income and non-interest income. The reason we use net profit margin (NP) is because it mainly reflects the bank's overall profitability. Considering that the deposit and loan spreads are the major part of www.ccsenet.org/ijef International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 1; 2013 Chinese banking income, we take the NNIR to measure the non-traditional income profitability of the Chinese banking industry. Similarly, to answer whether the foreign banks impact on the operation efficiency of China's banking, we select a proxy for the efficiency of banking operations. Before and after the foreign banks' entry, the sample banks' operating costs (OC) can be different, so the change in operating costs can be to some extent reflect the impacts by foreign banks' entry to the operating efficiency of sample banks. But each sample bank has different asset size and different operating cost size, so we choose the ratio of operating costs (OC) to the total cost (TC), OE (OE = OC/TC)), as a proxy variable, to eliminate the effect of the sample bank size.
In the current literature, there are two methods to measure the degrees of foreign banks' entry. The first is the number of foreign banks, the ratio of the number of foreign banks to the number of domestic banks. The second is the share of assets owned by foreign banks, the total foreign bank assets proportional to the total domestic banking assets. Although the total assets of China's banking industry is huge but highly concentrated in the market, that is, the number of banks in China is small, coupled with restrictions on foreign banks business scope, the foreign banks that have some market share can bring impacts on making prices and profits of domestic banks.
According to the fact that Chinese actual conditions are more in line with the second measure, we choose the total assets of foreign banks proportional to those of Chinese financial institutions as the proxy variables of the degree of the foreign banks entry.
Here are the control variables. The rate of inflation (CPI) can affect the Chinese banking industry profitability and operational efficiency. And other variables included are total assets (TA), operating income (OR), and the total cost (TC).
Sample Selection
We 
Sample Statistical Analysis
Here we will do the appropriate statistical description of the selected 11 banks on three selected variables: net profit margin (NP), ratio of non-interest income to operating income (NIOI), and ratio of operating costs to total cost OE (OE = OC / TC), to make understand further on their basic features. This fact reveals that the four major commercial banks earn the main income from traditional deposits and loan businesses. But among the banks listed above, CITIC Bank, Huaxia Bank, and Minsheng Bank are actively expanding their non-traditional businesses, to be more flexible on the way of the operation. We can see from the table 3, the four major commercial banks and the joint-stock banks have relatively larger operating costs ratio. The four major commercial banks have generally relatively high, while the joint-stock banks are low. We mainly want to examine the net profit rate (NP), the non-interest income ratio (NNIR) and the ratio of operating costs to the total cost (OE; OE = OC/TC) to see whether the three variables affected by the impact of foreign bank entry.
From the correlation analysis, we can see that net profit rate (NP), non-interest income accounted for the ratio of operating income (NNIR) and the operating costs of the total cost ratio OE have a significant correlation with the foreign banks entry. Pearson correlations are 0.4368, -0.60585 and 0.25439, respectively, while P values of the three Pearson correlation coefficients are less than 5%. That is, the three research variables and the assets of foreign banks were significantly related.
Regression Models
According to the three hypotheses in section 3.1, we set up multiple regression models for the three variables.
We conduct multiple linear regressions on samples (11 banks) from the data of 2008 to 1999, using generalized linear least squares estimation method, model parameters screening methods using stepwise regression method.
(1) The final model parameter estimation and the final model equations are as follows:
From the perspective of the sample banks net profit margin, we examine the impacts by the foreign banks' entering on the profitability of China's banking industry. The model is:
(2) For the analysis of the effects of non-interest income ratio, the model is:
(3) For the analysis of the impacts on operating efficiency, the model is:
The results are summarized as the following table. 
Conclusion
We can conclude from the above results: We can see that the coefficient of the total foreign bank assets proportional to the total domestic banking assets is negative at 5% significance level. Negative coefficient indicates that foreign banks in China impact the banking industry's net profit margin negatively. As the assets of foreign banks expand, their impacts cause significant conflicts with domestic banking sector. As the foreign banks increase volume of business in the host country, the domestic bank's net profit rate decreased significantly. The coefficient of operating income is significantly positive, which is consistent with and relevant to the financial theories indicating that the more operating income, the greater net profit margin. But it is worth notifying that the total assets coefficient is significantly negative, which shows that the larger of the sample bank's total assets, the lower net profit rate is. And this is the same as we saw from the general statistical description before. It is shown that to some sample banks, the larger of the asset size, the more administrative costs, the more difficult to manage, even the net profit margin may decline with the increase of sample banks assets. We should pay attention to such phenomenon.
We can see if we divide the net profit into interest income and noninterest income, the non-interest income estimated coefficient is also significantly negative in the final model. Similarly, foreign banks' entry did insignificant impacts on Chinese non-traditional businesses. Because Chinese interest rates are not market-oriented interests, and Chinese bank deposits and lending rates are determined under the guidance of the government regulations, the ratio of interest income to operating income is very small due to the fact that the major part of Chinese major banks' income is their deposits and loans spread. Compared to domestic banks, foreign banks do not have advantages in the size of deposits but they have advantage in loan interest rates. That may lead to negative impacts on Chines banks' non-traditional businesses and financial services. With the increasing scale of foreign banks, domestic banking businesses for the income from non-traditional business will become lesser. The operating income coefficient is significantly positive, indicating that the more operating income, the greater ratio of non-interest income to operating income. The fact that the coefficient of total assets is significantly negative shows that the greater the total assets of sample banks, the smaller ratio of non-interest income ratio.
From the perspective of operational efficiency, the result that coefficient of the ratio of the total foreign banks' assets to those of Chinese financial institutions is positive indicates that there is significant improvement in operating efficiency by foreign banks' entry, which is the same to our theoretical analysis. In addition, the total www.ccsenet.org/ijef International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 1; 2013 costs have significant effect on operating efficiency, that is, the lower total cost, the better operational efficiency.
On the whole, foreign banks entering into the Chinese banking industry have significant influence in its profitability including some non-interest income. In addition, foreign banks' entry impacts significantly on the bank's operational efficiency. On one hand, foreign banks bring competitions to the domestic banking sector resulting in declined profitability of the Chinese banking industry. On the other hand, due to competition, foreign banks' entry makes promoting efficiency in China's banking sector. Until foreign banks' overall assets become an integral part of China's financial system, it may bring more significant impacts on the non-traditional businesses and operational efficiency of the Chinese banking system which helps the formation of healthy competition.
